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Abstract

The atmospheric general circulation models which are being used as components of

climate models rely on their boundary layer parameterizations to produce realistic
simulations of the surface turbulent fluxes of sensible heat. moisture, and momen-

tum: of the boundary-layer depth over which these fluxes converge: of boundary-

layer cloudiness: and of the interactions of the boundary layer with the deep convec-

tive clouds that grow upwards from it. Two current atmospheric general circulation

models are used as examples to show how these requirements are being addressed:

these are version 3 of the Community Climate Model. which has been developed

at the U. S. National Center for Atmospheric Research. and the Colorado State

University atmospheric general circulation model. The formulations and results of

both models are discussed. Finally, areas for future research are suggested.

1 Introduction

From their origins around 1960 up through about the late 1980s. atmospheric

general circulation models (AGCMs) were used mainly with fixed, prescribed

sea surface temperatures. Although coupled global ocean-atmosphere mod-

els were developed in the late 1960s (Manabe and Bryan. 1969). they did

not really come into their own until the late 1980s. Today. however, coupled

ocean-atmosphere modeling is a very active field (e.g. Mechoso et al. 1995),

particularly for climate simulation, and to some extent even in the arena of





numerical weatherprediction (e.g. Chen et al.. 1997).

The first A(;CMs were couI)led with very crude representation> _,t th,

land surface. This has now drastically changed: through the work of Dickm>,,l_

t1953). Sellers el al. (1986). and others, relativeh sophisticated lan, l-surf_,.,.

parameterizations have })een implemented in many modern AGCMs: se,, _h(

review t)v Sellers et at. (1997).

The new coupled ocean-land surface-atmosphere models are making m_-

.jor new demands on the planetary boundary laver (PBL) pararne_eriz;_,l,_l_,

that are used in AGCMs. because the turbulence of the PBL is on(" of th(, n,_,s_

important modes of communication between the Earth's surface and tht. _l;-

m,,sphere. This increased importance and visibility of the parameteriz(,d PBI_

physics in climate models represents a major challenge to the PBL t)arame_vr_

ization eonmmnitv: Io bring forth a new generation of PBL parameterizations

with improved physics and improved numerics, suitable for use with the new.

very demanding, and rapidly evoh'ing coupled models.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss current approaches to PBL

parameterization for climate models, and to suggest what directions may be

flfllowed in the future. Section 2 summarizes the main issues that arise in cot>

nection with _he development of PBL parameterizations for climate models.

Section 3 presents two examples of PBL parameterizations used in curren_

AGCXls. including an outline of the formulation and a few results from each.

The first model is version 3 of the Community Climate Model (CCM3) (l_-

veloped at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCA1R). and thv

second is the Colorado State University (CSU) AGCM. Both CCM3 and the

CSU-AGCM have been coupled with ocean models, and both have modern

land-surface parameterizations: the results presented here are based on runs

in which the sea surface temperatures are prescribed, however. Space limita-

tions do not allow a comprehensive discussion, so ,just a few selected results

from each model are shown. Section 4 outlines some current issues and possi-

ble directions for development of future PBL parameterizations, and gives the

chapters conclusions.

2 Physical and numerical issues

2.1 The sllz:face .flu.re,s

The most obvious "'.job of a PBL parameterization is to determine the surface

fluxes of sensible heat. moisture, and momentum, and in some models addi-

tional species such as CO._, (e.g. Denning et al. 1996). In virtualh" all AGCMs.

these surface fluxes are parameterized using a method that is consistent with

if not explicitly based on surface-laver (i.e. Monin-Obukhov) similarity theory.

Some models use surface-laver sinfilaritv theory directly, while others use it
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implicitly by tying the surfacefluxes to the winds, tem])eratur(', el(_'tci_t m
ri_e"outer'" part of the PBL. Examplesof both approachesare_iv(,n l_,l['T.

2.2 Fhzx profites, the PBL depth, a_d verti, cal discretzzatzon

Tile top of tile PBL is. by definition, the upper limit of the turbulent fluxes.

although there is some ambiguity: tradewind cunmlus clouds, for examl)h'.

might or might not be considered to reside within the PBL. Tile most oh\'iou.-

reason to want to know the PBL depth is that the t urbulem fluxes vanish

above the PBL top. Every AGCM determines the flux profiles ill one way or

another (although m some cases with very crude vertical resolution), so in

this sense we can say that every AGCM determines the PBL depth, a_ least

implicitly and semi-quantitatively. Some models determine the PBL depth ex-

plicitly and quantitatively: that is the case with both of the medals discussed

later in this paper.

A second reason for wanting to know the PBL depth is that. for given

values of the surface fluxes, a deep PBL will experience slower (vertically av-

eraged) tendencies than a shallow PBL. simply because in a deep PBL the

surface fluxes have to exert their influence over more mass.

The PBL depth is known to be highly variable in space and time. but

at present we do not have anything like an observationallv based global cli-

matology of this important quantity. There is some evidence that over the

oceans the PBL tends to be particularly deep when cold air flows out over

warm water, e.g. over the Gulf Stream in winter. There is also some evidence

that the PBL is relatively shallow in regions of active oceanic deep convection

(Menzies and Tratt. 1997). Over land. especially in the tropics and in midlat-

itudes in summer, the PBL depth typicall.v undergoes a very strong diurnal

cycle, with surface heating leading to rapid deepening during the day to af-

ternoon depths which can be as large as several kilometers. Around sunset, as

surface heating subsides, the PBL rapidly reorganizes itself into a nmch shal-

lower turbulent layer near the surface. This laver gradually deepens (luring

the night under the influence of shear-driven turbulence. This strong diurnal

cycle of the PBL depth over land represents a particularly difficult challenge

for large-scale numerical models, which typically have modest vertical resolu-

tion. Further discussion is given later.

We can predict the PBL depth by using a mean (M) mass budget equa-
tion:

+ V- [(pV)Mh I = E- 3IR. I1)

Here p is the density of the air: h is the PBL depth: V is the horizontal wind

vector: E is the rate at which turbulence annexes mass from the free atmo-
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sphere,by entraimnentacrosstile PBL top: and .11_ is the net r_t,, _t: wi_i_.t,

cumuhls convection removes mass from the PBL. which is the difler_uw_, i,.

_ween the rate at which mass is lost into cumulus updrafts originatin_ il_ th,.

PBL and the rate at which mass is gained through cumulus downdrafts whid_

penetrate the PBLfrom above. Because Eq. (11 is simpl.v a mas_ budaet, it i,

exact, and in principle the simulated PBL depth should satisfy / 1 ! in rely _tl_rt

all models.

Both E and M,_ must be parameterized. In some models these paraxl__

eters are parameterized very explicitly, while in others the time evt_hvi,_l_ _!

the PBL depth can be used to infer implicit values. The problem of p_ram,._

terizing the entrainment rate is covered extensively elsewhere in this \ohun,,.

and so will not be discussed here. \Ve note. however, that entrainment is _

""one-way" process in which mass is transferred from the free atmosphere int_)

the PBL: it cannot be well represented by mixing.

In a numerical model with a vertically discrete structure, the turbulen_

fluxes of sensible heat. moisture, and momentum must be determined at the

surface and also at any "laver edges" that happen to lie inside the PBL. ()n(,

way to minimize the impact of this requirement is to make the lowest model

laver deep enough so that all layer edges (except of course for the bottoln

of the lowest layer) lie above the PBL top. Such a strategy may appear not

to be viable, however, because in order to determine the surface fluxes we

need to know the mean state near the surface, and this becomes impossible

if the lowest layer is excessively deep. As discussed later, this problem can

be circumvented if the lowest vertiealh discrete model laver is identicalh- the

variable-depth PBL. At any rate. one way or another we must provide suffi-

cient vertical resolution _ to represent the flux profiles and mean state within

the PBL itself. For this reason, the flux profiles, the PBL depth, and the verti-

cal resolution of a model must be considered together in the formulation of the

model's design, and this is why we are discussing these three items together

in this section.

Going to the opposite extreme, then. a modeler could use very high ver-

tical resolution near the surface, perhaps over the lowest two or three kilome-

ters. so that the internal structure of the PBL would be represented bv manv

layers. It would then be necessary to compute the turbulent fluxes across the

edges of all those layers: if the fluxes could not be determined accurately, the

additional layers would be wasted. In other words, high vertical resolution

makes sense onh" if the flux profiles can be accurateh" determined. More gen-

erally, the vertical resolution adopted should not exceed that which the flux

parameterization can make good use of.

At present. "high-resolution'" AGCMs have on the order of 50 total

layers, of which perhaps 30 or so reside in the troposphere. Current AGCMs

with low to moderate vertical resolutions (on the order of 20 layers to rep-

i Of course, high vertical resolution is also desirable from many other points of

view (e.g. Lindzen and Fox Rabinovitz. 1989).
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resent the troposphere,with perhaps four or fix'(, layers ill tit,. l,)xw,slTxv(,
or three kilometers) commonly usemixing-length theory, ill s,,m,' ,_l,_'-wit1_
a "'counter-gradient'"correction (e.g. Deardorff. 1966: Holtsl_ta eul(t i:_\illt..

1993). An exanlple is CCM3. discussed later. In _t high-vertical-r_'s_hlti(m

AGCM. a relatively elaborate turbulence parameterization, such as t hir(l-ordeI

closure, could be used to determine the vertical profiles of the turbulent fluxes.

Simpler high-order closure parameterizations are in fact being used in some

AGCMs (e.g. Helfand and Labraga. 1988). In one-dimensioned n>dvls, sucl_

closures are typically used with vertical grid spacings on the order of 10 _o 5/I

meters, however, and such high vertical resolution will not be feasil_h' in global

models, and especially in global climate models, for the foreseeable future.

It:by is such high vertical resolution needed'.' The reason is that the

PBL top is often marked by extremely shart), ahnost discontinuous changes in

both the mean state and the turbulent fluxes. Away from the PBL top. both

the mean state and the turbulent fluxes change smoothly with height, so that

relatively coarse resolution would suffice. This suggests the possibility of using

high resolution onh" near the PBL top. The problem with this approach, of

course, is that because the depth of the PBL is highly variable in time and

space, we have no way of knowing in advance where to provide the high reso-

lution. Adaptive grid methods could be used. but this would be complicated

and might generate more problems than it solved.

A possible solution, which was suggested by Deardorff (1972). is to

introduce the depth of the PBL as an explicit parameter, either diagnostic

or prognostic (Deardorff proposed prognostic), using information about both

the turbulent fluxes and the profile of the mean state as represented on the

AGCMs vertical grid. As already mentioned, both of the AGCMs discussed

later in this paper determine the PBL depth explicitly.

In an AGCM with a standard Eulerian vertical grid. the top of the

PBL can wander around inside the vertical grid. This approach is used with

CCM3. and it was also tested in an early version of the UCLA (University of

California. Los Angeles) AGC.M by Randall (1976). A more radical approach

is to explicitly tie the AGCM's vertical grid structure to the depth of the PBL.

through the use of a stretched vertical coordinate. The stretched coordinate

approach was implemented in the UCLA AGCM by Suarez et al. (1983). and

is also being used in the CSU-AGCM. which is described in Section 5. With

the stretched vertical coordinate, it would be feasible in principle to represent

the smooth structure of the PBL's interior using just a few layers - perhaps

4 or 5. At present, however, both the UCLA and CSU-AGCMs allocate only
one laver to the PBL. and this laver is assumed to be well mixed.
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2.._ PBL clouds

The PBL physics ('ommunity has tong appreciated the import ante of t)oun(im\.

layer clouds and their interactions with the PBL turbulence (e.g. Lilly. 19(i_ !.

The coupled ocean-atmosphere modeling community now recognizes _}_a_ _

realistic simulation of marine stratocunmlus clouds is a necessary conditiot_

for realistic' simulations of the sea surface temperature distribution (c44. Li

and Philander, 1996: Ma et al.. 1996). At present, many AGCMs still fail t(_

produce realistic distributions of marine stratocumulus clouds.

The trade-wind cumulus cloud regime, which covers about 30'2 of the:

Earths surface, is also of great importance for climate, both because of tlx_,

role of the trade cumuli in producing vertical transports below the trade im'er-

sion. and because of the radiative effects of these clouds. The tradewind regimv

is characterized bv cloud amounts on the order of 20 to 30(7(. which is con-

siderably less than the cloudiness of the stratocumulus regime, but still high

enough to be of great radiative importance. Because the tradewind regime is

so wide-spread, its accurate simulation is very important for coupled ocean-

atmosphere modeling. Unfortunately. physically based parameterizations of

tradewind cunmlus clouds, designed for use in AGCMs. are cur,entlv at a

very primitive stage.

2.4 Interactions with deep convection

Deep cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds typically grow upwards from the

PBL. (Exceptions are discussed by Ding and Randall (1998).) As already

mentioned in connection with Eq. (1). convective updrafts drain mass from

the PBL and so tend to reduce its depth (Arakawa and Schubert, 1974): this

tendency can be opposed by. for example, turbulent entrainment and low-

level convergence, yielding an equilibrium on time-averaged PBL depth which

is partly determined by the level of convective activity.

Betts (1976) pointed out that the mean thermodynamic structure of

the PBL is radically transformed by the downdrafts associated with deep

convection. Jabouille et al. (1996) have recenth" reported observations of en-

hanced surface fluxes associated with deep convection during TOGA COARE.

A few current AGCMs include parameterizations of convective downdrafts

{e.g. Cheng and Arakawa. 1997), but up to now these parameterizations have

stressed the effects of downdrafts on the convective heating and moistening

in the free atmosphere, rather than their effects on the PBL. The effects of

cumulus downdrafts on the PBL is an important area for future research.
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3 Two examples of current PBL parameterizations

.;'.1 Model jbrrl_ulat_o_>

Ill this section, we outline tile formulations of the PBL paramctcriz_ti{m>

and present some results from CCXI3 and from the Colorado State [_nivcrsitv

AGCM. An extensive analysis of a PBL simulation with a much _'arlic_ \cr>i_lj

of the CSU-AGC*I was published by Randall et al. (19851. A (tiscussi_m ,_f

the recent evolution of the CSU-AGCMs formulation is given by [{an_tall t.1

al. (1995). As discussed below, both CC.Xla and CSU-AGCM make use of al_

explicit PBL depth variable.

In CC.Xla. the surface fluxes of heat. moisture and nlonlentum arc t_-

rameterized using bulk exchange formulae based on .\lonin-Obukhov similarity

theory, following Louis et al. (1982). The surface transfer coefficients depend

on the surface-layer stability and the surface roughness lengths. Scparat¢, SUl-

face roughness lengths are defined for momentum, heat. and moist urc. These

vary with surface conditions and with surface type.

The CSU-AGCM currently uses the surface flux parameterization pro-

posed by Deardorff (1972). in which the bulk aerodynamic formulae relate th(,

surface fluxes to the differences between surface properties and the vcr_icallv

averaged properties of the PBL. A similar approach has recently been advo-

cated by Stull (1994). The surface roughness varies with surface 13I)¢' in the

model, but the variation of roughness with wind speed over the oce_m is ne-

glected. Deardorff's (1972) parameterization does not distinguish anlollg th('

roughness lengths for momentum, sensible heat. and moisture: all are assumed

to be equal to the roughness length for momentum. Clearh- it is time 1o re-

place the 25-year old Deardorff parameterization, and some ideas on how to

proceed are discussed, briefly, later in this paper.

In CC.XI3.the flux profiles are parameterized using a non-local vertical

diffusion scheme for potential temperature and moisture (Holtslag and Nloeng.
1991). and a local diffusion scheme for momentum. The diffusion coefficiems

arc cubic polynomials in height (Troen and Mahrt. 1986: Holtslag et al.. 1990).

The PBL depth is diagnosed in CCM3. following \7ogelezang and Holt-

slag (1996). by requiring that a bulk Richardson number be equal to a specified
critical value:

:/[e, (h)- (t,- :,)
=R_.. (2)

Here Ri,, = 0.3 is the critical bulk Richardson number: :, is the height above

the surface of the lowest model level, where the wind components t_,e. I',l, and

the virtual potential temperature 0_, are defined: and h is the PBL-top height.

where the wind components u(h). c(h) and the virtual potential temperature
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Fig. 1+ The zonally averaged July surface sensible heat flux. surface latent heat flux.

and the surface momentum flux (magnitude). as given by the COADS dataset, and

as simulated by CCM3 and the CSU-AGCM.
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O,.(h)are defined. Tile constant B = 100. and u. is the surface friction \('1,,_i1\

Not(' thai h appears both explicitly and iml)licitly ill (21. which nmst. l}_('r_.-

fore. be solved iwrativelv. CCM3 does no_ include an explicit parameterization

of PBL-mp entrainment. The model does include th(' effects of entrainment

implicitly, through the action of the non-local diffusion paranleterizati(m The

culnulus mass flux and low-level convergence fields can also alter the PBL

depth m CCM3, although it is not clear how to interpret the tendency of _h(,

simulated PBL depth in terms of Eq. (1). This question could be im'es_igaled

by differentiating (2) to obtain an expression for the time-rate-of-change of 1_.

but the analysis would be rather complicated.

The CSU-AGCM uses the stretched vertical coordinate developed by

Suarez el al. (1983) to attach the PBL top to the AGCMs vertical coordinate

system, so that the PBL top is a layer edge. At present, onh one laver of the

AGCM is allocated within the PBL. i.e. the PBL is identified with the lowest

model layer: it is assumed to be verticalh" well mixed in suitabh" defined con-

servative thermodynamic variables, and in momentum. The CSU-AGCM uses

Eq. (1) to prognose the depth of the PBL. The entrainment parameterization

of the model will not be described in detail here. because an extended discus-

sion would be needed to explain it. We note. however, that the parameterized

entrainment rate is proportional to the square root of tile prognostically de-

termined TKE. and becomes slower as the PBL-capping inversion becomes

sharper. The entrainment rate is modified in the presence of clouds by the

cloud-top radiative cooling and by cloud-top evaporative cooling. Both radia-

tive and evaporative cooling tend to reduce the positive buoyancy of newly

entrained air as it sinks through the inversion base. The parameterization used

is broadly consistent with the ideas of Moeng et al. (1998). Because. as men-

tioned above, the PBL is identified with the lowest laver of tile AGCM. it is

not necessary to determine the turbulent fluxes at laver edges inside the PBL:

no such layer edges exist. The flux profiles are needed to predict the vertically

averaged TKE. however, and the mixed-layer assumption is used to determine
t hem.

The parameterized PBL clouds included in CCM3 include frontal and

tropical low clouds, as well as the marine stratus clouds associated with low-

level inversions mainly in the subtropics. The cloud tormation schemes are em-

pirical, involving the relative humidity and large-scale subsidence for frontal

and tropical low clouds, and the relative humidity, inversion strength and PBL

depth for subtropical stratus clouds. In CCM3. PBL clouds do not directly

affect an)" parameterized turbulent process. For example, cloud formation does

not directh" affect the diagnosed PBL depth. Clouds. however, can indirecth"

affect the PBL depth by altering the thermodynamic profiles of the mean

state. It should be possible to modify Eq. (2) so as to take the effects of PBL
clouds into account.

The CSU-AGCM detects the presence of stratocumulus clouds when the

relative hmniditv at the PBL top exceeds saturation, as determined through

the mixed-laver assumption. Partial cloudiness is not allowed. The cloud base
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is assmnedto residewheretile relative tmnfidity is exaclly lt)0')(: 11_.mix,,i.
laverassumptionis usedagainhere.The effectsof PBL cloudsonemrmm_,,_
havealready beendiscussed,above.In general.PBL clouds telid 1(,illcl_>tx_
the depth of the PBL.

The CSU-AGCM usesa modified Arakawa-Schubert (1974) cUmuh_.
parameterization, in which the cunmlus kinetic energy is prognostic (It<,.

dall and Pan. 1993: Pan and Randall. 1998). and cumulus cloud 1)asc_ at,.

permitted to exist at an>" and all model levels (except for the top tevel l simul_

taneously (Ding and Randall. 1998). This eunmlus parameterization is t,_,_[

on the concept of a cumulus mass flux. The closure assures that th(, cumuli

maintain a near-neutral stratification, with respect to the parameterized moist

convection. The net cumulus mass flux at the PBL top tends to reducv the.

PBL depth, as required by Eq. (1). At present, cumulus downdrafts are nol

included in the model, so the net cumulus mass flux is due to updrafts only

The cunmlus updrafts are assumed to start with the mean properties of the.

PBL air. so that they have no effect on the vertically averaged PBL propeniv,

other than the PBL depth.

Penetrative convection originating near the surface is parameteriz_d

in CCM3 using the Zhang-McFartane deep convection scheme (Zhang and

McFarlane. 1995), with Hack's (1994) moist convective scheme included for

shallow convection and also for convective clouds originating aloft. Lik(, the

Arakawa-Schubert parameterization, the Zhang-McFarlane and Hack parame-

terizations are based on the concept of a cumulus mass flux. and use buoyancy

closures. As already mentioned CCM3 does not provide any explicit was-for

either low-level convergence or cumulus convection to influence the depth of

the PBL.

Neither AGCM includes a parameterization of the effects of deep con-

vection on the surface fluxes.

,_.2 Results

The model results presented below are based on a July simulation using CCM3

using T42 (i.e. moderate) horizontal resolution, with 18 layers, and a Juh"

simulation using the CSU-AGCM. with a horizontal resolution of 5 degrees of

longitude by 4 degrees of latitude, and 17 levels.

Fig. 1 shows the global distributions of the surface sensible and latent

heat fluxes and the magnitude of the surface wind stress. CCM3 generally

over-predicts the surface sensible heat flux. compared with COADS (Da Sih'a

et al. 1994). while the CSU-AGCM generally under-predicts it. Both models

over-predict the surface latent heat flux compared with COADS. although the

CSU-AGCM's error is larger. The magnitude of the subtropical wind stress is

underpredicted by the CSU model, and is lnuch more successflflly simulated

by the CCM. The CCM predicts wind stresses over the "Southern Ocean"
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Fig. 2. Map_ of .]ulv-mcan PBL depth as simulated by CCM3 and the CSU-AGCM.
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Fig. 3. The zonally averaged simulated and observed PBL depth, for ocean regiou._

only. LITE (dash-dot), CSU-AGCM (solid)and CCM3 (dashed).

(north of Antarctica) which are well in excess of those given in the COADS

dataset. We know. however, that the COADS data for the Southern Ocean

nmst be viewed with suspicion, due to insufficient sampling, and more recent

scatterometer data (not shown) suggest that the CCM wind stresses for the

Southern Ocean may in fact be realistic, in which case the CSU model is un-

derpredicting the wind stress in this region as well.

Fig. 2 shows maps of the July-mean PBL depth from CCM3 and the

CSU-AGCM. Overall. the CSU-GCM produces a nmch deeper PBL than does

CCM3. Nevertheless there are some striking similarities. For example, both

models produce relatively shallow boundary layers over the eastern subtropi-

cal oceans, and both produce relatively deep boundary layers over the desert

regions of Africa. Asia. and North America. The top of the PBL in the CSU-

AGCM. over the subtropical oceans, appears to correspond to the height of

the tradewind inversion, rather than the top of the subcloud laver.

It is quite difficult to obtain observations for comparison with these

model results, but some progress is being made. In September 1994. a downward-

pointing lidar was flown in the payload bay of the space shuttle Discovery.

which was traveling in an orbit with an inclination of 57 _'. This Lidar In-

space Technology Experiment (LITE) made use of a three-wavelength lidar

developed by NASA's Langley Flesearch Center. Over a period of 9 days. the

instrument collected a large number of data profiles that show the vertical

structure of the clouds and aerosols from the Earth's surface up through the

middle stratosphere. McCormick et al. (1993) and \Vinker et al. (1996) give
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detailed discussionsof the LITE instrument and data. Analysis (fl th_ _ timidly

I)ackscatter profiles reveals, in many cases, a sharp aerosol gradienl al lh(' _"1'

of the PBL. allowing determination of the PBL depth.

Although the LITE dataset is too small to establish anything like, _L('li-

matology of the PBL depth, there are so few measurements available that w_,

have worked to compare the data with the sinmlated September-mean PBL

depth climatologies produced by CCM3 and tile CSU-AGCM. Fig. 3 is a plot of

the zonalh" averaged PBL depth over tile oceans onh. as observed and as sini-

ulated by the CSU-AGCM and CCM3. Overall. CCM3 produces a stmlh,w{'r

PBL than observed, while the results from the CSU-AGCM are in fair a_zrc¢,-

ment with the observations. Remember that the boundary-laver formulation

in CCM3 does not include the effect of clouds on the boundary-laver depth.

The obst,rvations exhibit a minimum in the tropics between roughly () N and

25-_N. and maxima in the subtropics just poleward of 30: in each hemisl)here.

A tropical mininmm also appeared in results from NASA's Global Backscatter

Experiment (GLOBE), which collected lidar measurements from aircraft over

the Pacific Ocean in 1989-90 (Menzies and Tratt. 1997). This mininmm may

|_e _, result of the moist convective activity associated with the ITCZ: cer-

tainly this is the case in the CSU-AGCM. The CSU model tends to produce

excessively deep boundary layers over the Southern Henfisphere's storm track

region and to some extent also in the Northern Hemisphere storm tracks.

The PBL depth can affect the PBL-top relative humidity, and thus it

can affect the PBL cloudiness. All other things being equal, a deeper PBL

is more likeh" to be cloudy. Fig. 4 shows the low cloud amounts from surface

observations (Warren et al. 1988). as simulated bv CCM3. and as simulated by

the CSU-AGCM. Both models under-predict the stratocumulus cloud amount

in the subtropics, but produce more realistic low cloudiness in higher latitudes.

It is important that AGCMs be able to sinmlate not only the climato-

logical distribution of marine stratoemnulus clouds, but also the interannual

variations of these clouds that are associated with the interannual variabil-

ity of sea surface temperature and the atmospheric general circulation, e.g.

during E1 Niflo events. With this in mind. we have examined the interannual

variations of the simulated and observed marine subtropical stratocumulus

clouds for a region off western South America. The CSU-AGCM results are

taken from an AMIP sinmlation (Gates. 1992) with prescribed sea surface

temperatures for the years 1979-1988. The observations used are from ISCCP

(the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project: Rossow and Schiffer.

1991). which began producing data in 1983. The results, shown in Fig. 5. in-

dicate that the CSU-AGCM is capable of reproducing some of the observed

interannual variability of PBL cloudiness, as forced by sea surface temperature
variations.
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Fig. 4. Maps of ,July-mean low cloud amount as obtained from surface observations

(Warren et al.. 1988). and a_ simulated by the CCM3 and the CSU-AGCM
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Fig. 5. The simulated and observed interannual variations of the June-July-August

marine subtropical for a region off western South America. The observations are

from ISCCP. and the simulation was performed with the CSU-AGCM. using ob-

served interannually varying sea surface temperatures.

4 Concluding discussion

_. 1 Su, mmary

\Ve have emphasized four key issues in formulating a PBL parameterization

for use in the AGCM component of a climate model: surface flux parameteri-

zation, determination of the PBL depth and the vertical profiles of the fluxes

and the mean state within the PBL. simulation of the effects of PBL clouds.

and parameterization of the interactions of the PBL with deep convection.

CCM3 and the CSU-AGCM both attempt to simulate the same list of

important boundary-layer processes, but they do so by very different means.

CCM3 diagnoses the PBL depth, while the CSU-AGCM prognoses it. Nev-

ertheless it is worth noting that both of these models make explicit use of a

PBL depth parameter: the benefits of this approach were discussed earlier.

CCM3 can crudely represent the internal vertical structure of the PBL

using its nonlocal flux parameterization, while the CSU-AGCM makes use of

an idealized mixed-layer assumption. Both models produce PBL clouds, but

their interactions with the PBL turbulence are neglected in CCM3 and in-
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clu(led in the CSU-AGCM. Both models allow dect> convection _o c)ri_im, l,, i_,

the PBL. but tile effects of this process on the PBL depth ar:' n('gi_'(l,,(i i::

CC._I3 and included in the CSU-AGCM.

Our analysis suggests that interactions of tile surface fluxes. PBL dy-

namics, clouds, and convection are closely coupled in an AGCM. Their inl_,r_

action has to be considered in an integrated PBL parame_erization for us(, i_

climate models.

4.2 New dtrrctt.ons and recommendations

We need new approaches to the parameterization of the profiles of the, tur-

bulent fluxes and the mean state within the PBL. For example. Zhang et al.

(1996) presented a surface flux parameterization in which the square root of

the turbulence kinetic energy is used as a velocity scale in the bulk aerodv-

nanfic tbrnmla, in place of the mean wind. The surface potential temperatur(_

flux is determined using

1 ,/2

(u,lOt)_. = eM " CT " (0_. -- OM). ('.3)

where e,_1 is the vertically averaged turbulence kinetic energy. Cr is a transfer

coefficient. 0s is the effective potential temperature of the Earths surface, and

0M is the vertically averaged potential temperature of the PBL. Relative to

more conventional bulk aerodynamic formulae. Eq. (5) has the advantage that

it ties the turbulent fluxes directly to the turbulence, rather than to the mean

wind: for this reason, it behaves well in the limit of very weak mean winds. It

also allows the cloud-strengthened turbulence of a cloud-topped PBL to at-leer

the surface fluxes, through a larger value of eM: whether or not this is realistic

is an interesting question worth pursuing.

A ""mass flux'" approach to turbulent flux parameterization, similar to

that used in cumulus paramet.erizations, was advocated by Pene and Albrecht

(1986) and Chatfield and Brost (1987). Randall et al. (1992) have shown how

the convective mass flux formalism can be combined with higher-order clo-

sure to yield a new nonlocal flux parameterization. This "second-order bulk

model" can produce either downgradient or countergradient fluxes, depend-

ing on the turbulence regime. It can be implemented in the framework of the

stretched vertical coordinate (Suarez et al. 1983). perhaps incorporating some

of the ideas of Otte and Wyngaard (1996). Further work is currently under

way to test the second-order bulk model against several datasets.

Over the past several years, there has been renewed interest in the use of

isentropic coordinates in large-scale models (e.g. Bleck, 1973: Johnson and Uc-

cellini. 1983: Hsu. and Arakawa. 1990: Bleck and Benjamin. 1993: Zapotocny

et al.. 1994: Heikes and Randall. 1996). Models that use isentropic vertical

coordinates have accommodated the fact that the PBL is often well mixed in
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r
pot ent ial temperat ur('. Bleck et al. (1989 t. working wi_ h an ,_ccan m_ ,_it'I 1,_,-, ,tt

(m an isopycnal coordinate, introduced an explici_ oc(,ml mix,'d lav<'r dCl)_}_.

and allowed the isop.vcnal layers to beconw ",nassless along the })asc ()f the.

mixed laver. A similar approach call be used in an atlnospheric nlo(iel. This

wouhl I)e an interesting direction in which to take the "stretched coor(linatc

approach.

There are many difficult unsolved problems involving the parameteriza-

tion of PBL clouds: here we mention onh" two.

First. we need a better understanding of the effects of evaporative cool-

ing on PBL-top entrainment. It is clear that evaporative cooling of lh(, cn-

traine(t air can increase the entrainment rate. but the mechanisnls at(' not

well understood, h is difficult to test proposed entrainment paralneterizations

against data because the entrainment rat(, is very difficult to measure accu-

rately. Larg('-eddy simulations can b( _ used as substitutes for the real atnl_J-

sphere, but caution is needed because in manv studies involving entraimnent

diflbrent LES models give different results.

The parametcrization of the effects of fractional PBL cloudiness is an-

other hmg-slanding problem (e.g. Randall. 1987: Ricard and Rover. 1993).

The importance of cloudiness in coupled ocean-land surface-atrnosphere mod-

els argues tor a new urgency in our quest for a solution to this problem.

\Ve need a way to simulate the convection-enhanced surface fluxes re-

ported by Jabouille et al. (1996). This might be accomplished by generalizing

(3) to take into account the stronger TKE associated with downdraft outflows

flom deep convection. Of course, it will also be necessary to take into account

the downdraft-enhanced variability of the temperature and humidity in the

PBL.

\\(, also need to provide more realistic lower boundary conditions for

deep convection parameterizations. Recently. Lin (1997) has used a cloud-

resolving model to show that the air removed from the PBL by deep con-

vection has properties significantly different from the average properties of

the PBL: this implies that the convective updrafts can directly influence the

mean thermodynamic state of the PBL. Further work is needed to establish

the importance of this effect for the climate svsteln.
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